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Don’t Start Me Talking
Author: Paul Kelly
Format: eBook

Don’t Start Me Talking comprises some of the finest poetry written in Australia. 
Paul Kelly’s lyrics illuminate the way we live, sometimes with a haunting and 
savage intensity, sometimes with humour, always with a lightness and simplicity 
that belies the complexity of the world he is singing and writing into being. In 
addition to his lyrics, Kelly has written songs with and for many other artists, as 
well as his 2010 award-winning ‘Mongrel Memoir’, How To Make Gravy. The lyrics 
encompass his writing over two decades, from 1984 to 2012, and are grouped 
by album in chronological order. Also included are lyrics that have not been 
previously published.
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Night
Author: Elie Wiesel

Format: eBook, Large Print

This is his account of that atrocity: the ever-increasing horrors he endured, the 
loss of his family and his struggle to survive in a world that stripped him of 
humanity, dignity and faith. Describing in simple terms the tragic murder of a 
people from a survivor’s perspective, Night is among the most personal, intimate 
and poignant of all accounts of the Holocaust. A compelling consideration of 
the darkest side of human nature and the enduring power of hope, it remains 
one of the most important works of the twentieth century.

Past the Shallows
Author: Favel Parrett
Format: eAudiobook, Book

Brothers Joe, Harry and Miles live with their father, an abalone fisherman, on the 
south-east coast of Tasmania. Everyday their dad battles the unpredictable ocean 
to make a living. He is a hard man, a bitter drinker who harbours a devastating 
secret that is destroying him. Unlike Joe, Harry and Miles are too young to leave 
home and so are forced to live under the dark cloud of their father’s mood, trying 
to stay as invisible as possible whenever he is home. Harry, the youngest, is the 
most vulnerable and it seems he bears the brunt of his father’s anger...
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Station Eleven

Author:  Emily St John Mandel
Format: eBook, eAudiobook

YEAR TWENTY - A band of actors and musicians called the Travelling Symphony 
move through their territories performing concerts and Shakespeare to the 
settlements that have grown up there. Twenty years after the pandemic, life feels 
relatively safe. But now a new danger looms, and he threatens the hopeful world 
every survivor has tried to rebuild.

The Longest Memory

Author: Fred D’Aguiar
Format: eBook

Written in taut, poetic language, THE LONGEST MEMORY is set on a Virginian 
plantation in the 19th century, and tells the tragic story of a rebellious, fiercely 
intelligent young slave who breaks all the rules: in learning to read and write, in 
falling in love with a white girl, the daughter of his owner, and, finally, in trying 
to escape and join her in the free North. For his attempt to flee, he is whipped 
to death in front of his family, and this brutal event is the pivot around which 
the story evolves.

Author: Anica Boulanger-Mashberg
Format: Book

The Insight Text Guide on Cate Kennedy’s Like a House on Fire is a comprehensive 
guide to this collection of short stories for senior secondary students. It includes 
detailed story analyses and covers Kennedy’s use of structure, style, language, 
characters and themes. Sample essay topics, a sample analysis of a topic and a 
complete sample essay help to prepare students for writing high-quality essays 
on the text.

Like a House on Fire

Author: Cate Kennedy
Format: eBook

In Like a House on Fire, Kennedy once again takes ordinary lives and dissects their 
ironies, injustices and pleasures with her humane eye and wry sense of humour. 
In ‘Laminex and Mirrors’, a young woman working as a cleaner in a hospital helps 
an elderly patient defy doctor’s orders. In ‘Cross-Country’, a jilted lover manages 
to misinterpret her ex’s new life. And in ‘Ashes’, a son accompanies his mother 
on a journey to scatter his father’s remains, while lifelong resentments simmer 
in the background. Cate Kennedy’s poignant short stories find the beauty and 
tragedy in illness and mortality, life and love.
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